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LEARNING
OBJECTIVES
By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

appraise life drawing;

identify different parts of the

sketch a full human figure.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

tap he bass drum rhydhm of the

Nigerian Natonal Anthem;

explain rhyfrm,•

anatyse 9pes of rhyåm,•

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

identify elements of a play

prod-Eton;

mention the various people

involved in a play production;

Evaluate one Nigerian theatrical

personnel in history.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

sbte fre forms of dance;

criticze i nobble Nigerian

dancers;

derrmstate one form of

By fre end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

analyse imaginative drawing;

draw from imagination;

evaluate created artwork.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

explain choral singing;

class choral sin i

list types of singing

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Pupils as a class, discuss the
meaning of life drawing.

Pupils in small groups, identify

the correct shape different parts

of the body from a given diagram.

Pupils in small groups,

identify and sketch a full human

figure of a notable person.

Pupils as a class, tap the bass

drum rhythm of the Nigerian

National Anthem

Pupils in small groups, analyse a

given rhyfin and share it with the

class.

Pupils as a class, compare types

of rhyåm.

Pupils in small groups, clap the

Pupils as a class, explain the

meaning of theatre.

Pupils in small groups, idenfify

elements of a play production.

Pupils as a class, mention

various people involved in a play

production.

Pupils peer up and discuss about

theatrical personnel in Nigeria.

Pupils as dass, analyse and

discuss forms of dance.

Pupils in pairs, mendon notable

Nigerian dancer and justify tEir

fom of dance.

Pupils in small groups,

demonstrate one fom of dance.

Pupils peer up to desaibe

imaginative drawing and share

with the class.

Pupils as individual, draw from

imagination mising on ctrrent

affairs.

Pupils in small groups, interpret

and discuss created arwork.

Pupils as a class, listen to short

choral songs provided by the

teacher.

Pupils as a class, discuss choral

EMBEDDED
CORE SKILLS
Creativity and

imagination,

Communication and

collaboration,

Critical thinking and

problem solving,

Leadership and

personal

development,

Citizenshi .

Creativity and

imagination,

Communicaton and

conaboration,

Crtical thinking and

problem solving,

Leadership and

personal

development

Creafrity and

imaginaüon,

Communicaion and

collaboration,

Crifical thinKng and

problem solvitv,

Leadership md
personal

development,

Ciüzenship,

Cridcal thinking and

problem solving,

Cremty and
imagination,

Leadeship

personal

development,

Citizenship,

Communicajon and

collaboration.

Creatqty and

imaginadon,

Crldcal thinking and

problem solving,

Communicatbn and

collaboration

Citizenship

Creativity and

imagination,

Communication and

collaboration,

Critical thinking and

problem solving,
singing.

Pupils as a class, mention types

I

LEARNING RESOURCES

Audio visual resources:

Donkey bench, draing board,

Sketch pad Paper, pendl,

eraser, crayon,

Chart of different types of life

drawing

Web resource:

https•.//vww.youtube.cnW@tc

WU1mCwYiY

Audio visual resources:

Phone metromme, def, piano,

triangle, drum,

Chalk board/magic boards

Web resource:

Audio visual resources:

Picture of National t•teatre,

DVDs, Phone

Picture of freatrical elements

Web resource:

https://www.youtube.comwatc

https•]/www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=UeBkrEALyuw

Audio visual resources:

Phone, CDs, Audio player,

Video Player,

Computer.

Web resource:

https•]/www.youtube.comwatc

h?v=s xwwhwFuLc

htV$Jmww.youtube.comÅvatc

Audio visual resources:

Donkey bench, drawing board,

Sketch Paper, penal,

eraser, a•ayon,

Web resource:

https•]/mvw.youtube.com/watc

Audio visual resources:

Phone, CDs, Audio player,

Video Player, Computec

Chart showing different types

of choral singers

Web resource:

bttps:/Åww.youtube.qom/watG



WEEKS tOP'CS

8

Rehena'

Card Making and
decoration

10811. REVISION

12813. EXAMINATIONS

OBJECTTVCS
Py the end of

should be abbo to,

the of (Aling,

the meaning of

rehearsal,

pian a rehearsal for
end of tetrn/ycat play.

By the end of the lesson, pupil%

should be able to,

litt the types of card";

justify matenal% for making

cards,

Create greeting cards,

LEARNING

Put"' %

Pupd%

and plan

Purß% at, 44%,

and tigr
Pupil% in

they tie
for making their card",

Pupil% peer up to

card.


